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INTRODUCTION

A description of symptoms after long-standing physical activity has been the purpose of this study. Twelve healthy, well trained young men who participated in a marathon volleyball game were interviewed and examined 1 day, 1 week and 5 weeks after the game, which lasted 61 hours, 23 mins. During the game, and on the day after, different psychological symptoms appeared. These had all disappeared by the second day.

Somatic symptoms were dominated by over-strain injuries to the locomotor system. At the first, second and third examinations the total number of injuries were 29, 26 and 9 respectively. These symptoms were diminishing in spite of continued physical activity and it is suggested that over-strain injuries might be sufficiently treated by moderate activity instead of recommending a period of total cessation from sports activities.
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ABSTRACT

Most of the players found the game moderately uncomfortable. Only 3 of them were willing to repeat the game under similar conditions at a later time. They were all satisfied to have had the experience as they all felt they had come better to know their own ways of reacting, during the game. During the game different psychological and physical disturbances appeared. As to the psychological disturbances, these were dominated by intermittent periods of short-lasting hallucinations and delusions. These experiences were related to the room and the game and comprised, for 11 of the players, a conviction of playing in 2 different rooms. This could later be stated to have been caused by the different appearances of the room during day/night. As to the 12th person he too had had this perception, but in contrast to the others he had been able to realise that it was a delusion. Besides these delusions several players in periods had perceived the ball as quite a different object, for instance as a dead fish, a claypot, a small summer cottage, a decoy, etc. Two players presented persecutive paranoic symptoms: one thought the others were trying to kill him and the other perceived a clock on the wall as a magic eye keeping him under control. As a result of these disturbances the game was interrupted after 61 hours and 23 minutes.

RESULTS

At the examination the day after, all of the mentioned symptoms had completely disappeared and 11 were found psychologically normal whereas one was clearly depressive without a self-recognised reason, and with a tendency to cry. No suicidal impulses or neurotic characteristics were found. He had never before had similar symptoms or other psychological disturbances and there was no family-history of depressions. It turned out that in contrast to the others he had had difficulties in falling asleep the night after the game. He contacted a psychologist and was treated by relaxation the next morning, after which he fell asleep. The morning after he was found psychologically normal.

All the players complained of ill-defined fatigue-symptoms such as slow-cerebration, difficulties to concen-
trate and slight headaches. These symptoms kept on for an average of 3-4 days. At the one week control all 12 players still felt less fit during training than usual. At the five-weeks control only two felt not to have reached their former level of physical fitness.

Physical examination revealed normal findings from the respiratory system, cardiovascular system and digestive tract. Two of them had a fine hand tremor at the first control and two had traces of urinary protein. These symptoms had disappeared at the one week control. Five players showed no weight change the day after the game had finished while one had regained weight after 1 week and three after 5 weeks. After 5 weeks three players still had not regained weight.

As to the locomotor system the symptoms were located mainly in the legs and feet and were of over-strain type (Table I). Symptoms which were reported by the players to have been present before the game, have been omitted from the investigation.

Table I shows that some of the over-strain symptoms are not revealed until the one-week control but otherwise symptoms seem to disappear with time in spite of intensive exercise (at least 9 hours/week). Thus at the first, second and third examination, a total number of injuries were found to be 29, 26 and 9 respectively.

### Table I

| Types and numbers of over-strain injuries in 1 day, 1 week and 5 weeks after the game |
|-------------------------------------|-----|-----|-----|
| Time after the game | 1 day | 1 week | 5 weeks |
| Tendon heel pad | 4 | 0 | 1 |
| Fasciitis plantaris | 1 | 1 | 0 |
| Tendinitis of caput metatarsi II | 3 | 2 | 2 |
| Tendinitis m. tibialis post. | 0 | 2 | 0 |
| Tendinitis Achilles | 6 | 4 | 2 |
| Myositis triceps surae | 3 | 0 | 0 |
| Apicitis patellae | 4 | 6 | 1 |
| Tendinitis m. semimembranosus | 4 | 6 | 1 |
| Tendinitis m. adductor fem. | 1 | 1 | 0 |
| Tendinitis m. bicipitis brachii | 2 | 2 | 1 |
| Tendinitis m. supraspinati | 0 | 2 | 1 |
| Tendovaginitis crepitans m. flex. dig. man. | 1 | 0 | 0 |
| Total | 29 | 26 | 9 |

CONCLUSIONS

In this investigation it was found, that the psychological symptoms, presumably due to sleep deprivation, were the limiting factor as to how long time the team could keep on playing.

The more acute psychological symptoms seemed to disappear after one night's sleep whereas weak symptoms of tiredness kept on for about 3-4 days. These findings are in correspondence with earlier literature on the subject (Bugge et al, 1979; Opstad et al, 1978).

The physical injuries seemed few and reversible and were dominated by disorders of the musculo-skeletal system. It is interesting to note, that the over-strain injuries regress in spite of continued playing-activity at a rather high level. This fact seems to contradict the often recommended total cessation of sports activities in the treatment of over-strain injuries. A reduction of activity might be sufficient.

The results of this investigation are, of course, only representative for healthy, well-exercised, young men. Some investigations indicate that the number of injuries in relation to lack of training (Caldwell, 1981; Kurppa et al, 1979), whereas others have not been able to confirm this (Gruchow and Pelletier, 1979). There also seems to be a tendency towards more frequent over-strain injuries with increasing age (Gruchow and Pelletier, 1979).
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